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Abstract

A Wells turbine, when coupled with an oscillating water column, allows the

generation of power from the energy in waves on the surface of the ocean. In the

present work, a tabu search is used to control the process of optimising the blade

profile in the Wells turbine for greater performance, by maximising the torque

coefficient. A free form deformation method is used as an efficient means of

manipulating the blade profile and computational fluid dynamics in OpenFOAM

are used to assess each profile in both two and three dimensions. Investigations

into both the flow coefficient at which the optimisation is performed and the

number of control variables in the free form deformation tool are performed

before optimisations are done on a two-dimensional blade at the hub and tip

solidities. This results in increases to the torque coefficient of 34% and 32% at

the tip and hub solidities, respectively. These results are then applied to the

three-dimensional turbine, giving a 14% increase in the torque coefficient. The

results are assessed and an improved method of optimising the blade in two

dimensions is proposed.
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1. Introduction

As the world moves into an age where it can no longer be reliant on fossil

fuels to meet our energy needs, renewable sources of electrical power are being

explored more thoroughly than they have been in the past. While solar and

wind energy is available around 20-30% of the time, energy from waves on the

surface of the ocean is available up to 90% of the time in a suitable location [1].

One method of harvesting this energy is through the use of oscillating water

column (OWC) systems equipped with a Wells turbine, proposed by Prof. Alan

Arthur Wells [2].

A reciprocating airflow through a duct is produced when waves reach an

OWC system built on the shore [3, 4] or floating in water [5]. A turbine installed

in the duct creates a torque that is used to drive a generator which produces

electrical power. Due to the nature of the task, the turbine must be able to

generate power from airflow in both directions (inflow and outflow) and, as a

result of this, it usually has a symmetric layout. The rotation of the blade

combined with the axial flow effectively create a wing at incidence, and the

associated lift and drag forces can be resolved in the axial (FA) and tangential

(FT ) directions. The Wells turbine therefore shares many of the features of a

symmetric wing: the low lift at low angles of attack requires the axial flow to be

sufficiently large for the lift component of the tangential force to overcome the

drag in order to produce power. There is also an upper limit, above which stall

reduces the tangential force. These two features of the Wells turbine limit the

values of the flow coefficient (φ), defined as the ratio of axial velocity to blade

speed, where the device is useful to those immediately preceding stall.

Increasing the performance of the Wells turbine would provide greater power

output to the electrical grid for a device of the same size. There are two key

measures of the performance of the Wells turbine: non-dimensional torque (CT )

and efficiency (η) which are defined in equations 1–3. The non-dimensional

torque, or torque coefficient, is a measure of the useful work produced by the

turbine blades. An increase in the torque (T ) supplied to the generator will
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allow more power to be produced. The efficiency takes the torque coefficient

and divides it by the non-dimensional axial force on the blade, a measure of the

pressure drop across it, and the flow coefficient. If the efficiency is increased,

it means that, for the same pressure drop, there is a greater torque driving

the generator. This parameter is important, as if in the process of increasing

the torque coefficient the efficiency is lowered, a greater pressure difference will

be required across the blade. Due to effects in the OWC, the peak axial flow

velocity will be reduced, decreasing the peak flow coefficient and subsequently

the peak torque. This would negate some of the improvements that have been

made [6].
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There are many parameters that can affect the performance of the Wells

turbine. A summary of previous studies on the effects of blade sweep, solidity

and profile is presented below.

Three-dimensional (3D) simulations in ANSYS Fluent [7] have been used to

consider the effect of sweep on a Wells turbine blade with both NACA0020 and

CA9 profiles by Kim et al.[8]. A blade sweep ratio of 0.35 was found to improve

the mean efficiency and stall point, and the NACA0020 profile was found to

perform better than the CA9 profile. A formal optimization on the blade sweep

parameter at the mid and tip sections has been completed by Halder et al.

[9]. Simulations of a monoplane turbine with a NACA0015 profile were done

in ANSYS CFX [10] and used to create surrogate models for the efficiency and

torque coefficient. These models were then used with a genetic algorithm to

identify a Pareto-optimal front for the problem. Two designs were selected for

evaluation: the first increased the torque coefficient by 28% and the operating
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range by 18% at the expense of a 14% decrease in efficiency, while the second

increased the efficiency by 6% but decreased the peak torque coefficient by 36%

and decreased the operating range by 22%. These results illustrate the trade-off

that is often found in real-world multi-objective optimization problems.

A computational investigation using the NEWT solver [11] on three different

solidities of Wells turbine has been presented by Watterson and Raghunathan

[12]. This work found that increasing the solidity of the turbine increased the

operating range. A new, variable chord length, Wells turbine design is suggested

by Soltanmohamadi and Lakzian [13]. A blade profile varying from NACA0020

at the hub to NACA0012 at the tip is used for aerodynamic and structural

reasons. A 26% reduction in entropy generation was achieved. Solidity was

further considered by Shaaban [14] by combining a genetic algorithm with com-

putational fluid dynamics in ANSYS Fluent. Pareto solutions were found that

could either increase the efficiency by up to 5% with a 3% decrease in torque

coefficient or increase the torque coefficient by 11% while also increasing the

efficiency by 2%.

Studies into the effects of the blade profile on the turbine performance have

been also carried out. Among standard symmetric profiles, the NACA0020

blade appears the most suitable for low Reynolds number turbines [15] while

the NACA0015 profile displayed better performance at larger Reynolds numbers;

however, due to the nature of the experimental approach taken, these studies

were only able to consider four blades from standard families. To the authors’

knowledge, the only work that studies the use of generic blade profiles (i.e. not

from standard families) in a Wells turbine is the one from Mohamed et al. [16],

who combine a multi-objective genetic algorithm with a parameterization of the

blade profile using a spline fit of a series of 12 control points. The evaluations

were completed using two-dimensional (2D) simulations in ANSYS Fluent. This

led to an increase in torque coefficient of 12% and a 1% increase in efficiency

for the optimized blade when compared to the datum NACA0021 profile. No

verification of the applicability of these results to the 3D turbine is presented.

A similar optimization algorithm has been used by Shaaban [17], but applied
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to the biplane turbine, using a 3D evaluation in ANSYS Fluent. Due to the

significantly larger time require by 3D simulation, the description of the blade

profile has been simplified significantly, by dividing a NACA0015 profile at the

point of maximum thickness, and allowing only a scaling the two sections. This

led to a 9% improvement in the peak torque coefficient.

This work presents an optimization of the blade profiles for a Wells turbine,

using a free form deformation tool to modify the blade shape and a tabu search

optimization algorithm to explore the design space. The objective is to maximise

the torque coefficient, as evaluated by computational fluid dynamics (CFD).

Initially, an investigation is conducted to find the optimal number of control

variables in the free form deformation (FFD) tool. Then, the profiles used for

the hub and tip sections are optimized in 2D. A 3D turbine has been generated

by applying a linear variation of the hub and tip profiles and then evaluated to

verify the actual gain in performance. A choice has been made to keep the blade

solidity fixed at the datum value, in order to avoid a significant variation of the

pressure drop vs flow coefficient curve (i.e. the turbine damping), which affects

the water level displacement in the OWC and therefore the turbine working

conditions [18, 6, 19, 20, 21, 22].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the op-

timization system (i.e. optimizer, parameterization approach, and evaluation

system), Section 3 presents the results from the two-dimensional optimization

of the blade profiles, and Section 4 verifies the proposed modifications in three

dimensions. Finally, Section 5 presents some conclusions and suggestions for

future work.

2. Optimization system

The optimization system involves three main components. A tabu search

routine, described in Section 2.1, is used to explore the design space, repre-

sented by the control point locations that are used in the FFD tool presented

in Section 2.2. These control points are used to modify the blade shape and,

accordingly, the simulation domain. The performance of the new profile is then
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assessed using CFD to evaluate the objective function. This component is out-

lined in Section 2.3. A flow chart for this system is shown in Figure 1.

Turbine geometry
Mesh and
CFD solver

Tabu search

Displacement of
control points

Free form de-
formation

Blade profile

Figure 1: Interaction of the system components

2.1. Tabu Search

The tabu search (TS) algorithm [23] is a metaheuristic optimization method

with a local search at its core, but with routines to escape local minima and

explore further regions of the search space. While this method cannot guarantee

that the global minimum will be found, the progressive nature of the search

should ensure that some improvement is made, making it suitable for the task

of optimising the blade profile of the Wells turbine. The algorithm is well suited

to parallelization, by evaluating the objective function of each candidate non-

tabu move simultaneously across multiple computing nodes. This has a direct

influence on the choice of CFD software that is best suited to the task. In

previous research, the commercial code ANSYS Fluent has been used to great

effect [24, 8]. However, licences must be purchased for each individual node that

is to be used simultaneously and this would severely limit the extent to which

the search could be carried out in parallel. Open source codes do not have this

limitation, making them a better choice for this work. Of all the open source

codes, OpenFOAM [25, 26] is the most well documented for a large number of

applications and was chosen for this work.

The TS implementation by Jaeggi et al. [27, 28] allows the simultaneous

optimization of multiple objective functions. Possible choices for the objective

function(s) are the torque coefficient and the efficiency of the Wells turbine, as
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discussed in Section 1. Previous research attempts to maximise both have shown

there to be little change in efficiency for large increases in torque coefficient

[16], so the optimization problem has been set up as single-objective, aiming to

maximise the torque coefficient at a specific flow coefficient. The impacts of this

choice will be discussed later in the paper.

2.2. Free form deformation

The ability to change the geometry is at the heart of every design optimiza-

tion problem. The choice of the parameterization scheme determines both the

range of possible solutions and the intricacy of exploring the design space [29].

Given the same evaluation tools, the parameterization approach is what defines

the optimization problem formulation and the design space topology [30].

A comprehensive survey of the different parameterization approaches avail-

able for shape optimization is given in [31]. These include: the use of typi-

cal engineering parameters, discrete approaches, basis vectors, domain element

methods, polynomials and splines – both Bezier curves and non-uniform ratio-

nal Bezier splines (NURBS), partial differential equations, CAD-based methods,

and FFD. FFD is a subset of the soft object animation algorithms used in com-

puter graphics for deforming surfaces and solid models [32]. Mathematically, it

is defined in terms of a tensor product trivariate Bernstein polynomial:
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where XFFD is the deformed position of an arbitrary point with initial coor-

dinates (s, t, u). This approach assumes a lattice of l ×m × n initially equally

spaced control points. The deformed positions of these nodes are defined by the

vectors Pijk [33].

FFD is capable of generating radically new shapes, but its generality can

also lead to large design spaces in applications where specialized, highly efficient
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parameterization schemes can reduce the number of design variables consider-

ably [34].

A 2D FFD tool has been written for the application of modifying aerofoil

geometries. The first and last chord-wise points do not move in order to maintain

the same solidity of the datum profile.There is also a horizontal mirror to the

lattice deformation, in order to maintain the aerofoil symmetry. This means

that a FFD using N control points requires N − 4 control variables, defining

the change in the x and y coordinates of the central control points. An example

of using this tool with eight control points and four control variables is shown

in Figure 2. The moving forwards and widening of the lattice near the leading

edge increased the thickness at the point of maximum thickness and moved its

location forwards. The moving forwards and narrowing of the lattice nearer the

trailing edge reduced the aerofoil thickness in this region.
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Figure 2: Example: free form deformation of the NACA0015 aerofoil

2.3. Computational fluid dynamics

2.3.1. Mesh

Before the CFD evaluation can be used, the domain must be discretised in

a process known as mesh generation. The blockMesh [25] library of OpenFOAM
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was used for all meshes. A script was written to generate the dictionary file

that controls the process. This used the datum turbine dimensions, shown in

Table 1, and took in the blade profile created by the FFD tool.

Parameter Value

Rotor tip diameter 250 mm
Rotor hub diameter 190 mm
Tip clearance 1 mm
Chord length 36 mm
Number of blades 14
Solidity at tip radius 0.642
Solidity at hub radius 0.844
Sweep ratio 0.417
Rotational speed 4200 rpm

Table 1: Wells turbine geometry corresponding to the experimental data of Puddu et al.[35]

In 3D, a single blade passage was meshed, in order to minimise the com-

putational cost, as shown in Figure 3. A periodic boundary condition was set

on the radial boundaries. A C-mesh was used around the blade, in order to

accurately capture the boundary layer flow, while an H-mesh was used in the

rest of the domain. The blockMesh library has limited support for such a mesh,

which would naturally be represented in cylindrical coordinates, as the defi-

nitions are in Cartesian coordinates. A system was devised where the mesh

was generated with the blockMesh x, y, z Cartesian coordinates representing the

r, θ, z cylindrical polar coordinates of the desired mesh. This gave the correct

mesh connectivity between points, and the mesh was finalised by transforming

the point locations with a secondary script. The domain used in the simulation

extended to 8 blade chords both upstream and downstream of the blade.

In 2D, a similar approach was used, except the mesh was one cell deep in

the radial direction, with empty boundary conditions employed on the front

and back faces and periodic conditions on either sides of the blade to allow

the simulation of only one blade passage, while reproducing the effect of blade

interaction. The moving reference frame was not used; instead, a tangential

velocity component equal to the blade speed was used at the inlet.
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Figure 3: The blade and hub wall of the 3D mesh

A summary of the number of cells used in each direction can be found in

Table 2. This gave a total of approximately 35,000 cells in 2D and 1,000,000

cells in 3D. A coarser and a finer mesh were generated, with a 30% decrease

and increase in the cell count. The change in the torque coefficient with flow

coefficient in two and three dimensions is shown in Figure 4, and given that the

difference in torque coefficient was never greater than 3% for flow coefficients

where the flow was attached, the medium mesh was chosen for both cases. The

number of cells is similar to the ones used in several other studies [36, 37, 8].

Region Number of cells

Around blade surface 235
Normal to blade 55
Between blades 50
Blade radial direction 35
Tip gap 10

Table 2: Summary of the number of cells in each direction

2.3.2. Solver and numerical schemes

The simpleFoam [25] solver of OpenFOAM was used to iterate the steady,

incompressible Navier-Stokes equations with turbulence modelling. A steady-

state solver was chosen as the computational cost is much lower than would be

the case for an unsteady solver. This will be critical in allowing the TS to make
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Figure 4: Mesh dependency studies
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good progress in a reasonable time frame, as the solver must converge for each

evaluation of the objective function.

Experimental data typically shows a hysteretic loop between the acceleration

and deceleration of the flow [38]. The origin of the hysteresis has been explained

with the air compressibility in the OWC chamber [24, 36, 39]. This is, however,

an unsteady feature of the system rather than of the turbine (where dynamic

effects are negligible [40]), and it will not be considered in this work. In fact,

the turbine operates at a reduced frequency (k = πfc/U∞) of 2 × 10−4, well

below what would be considered to produce noticeable dynamic effects [41].

Therefore, given that the Mach number based on the tip blade speed is 0.15,

the incompressible assumption is considered acceptable.

Gauss integration was used for all flux calculations. Gradients and Lapla-

cian terms were discretised with a second-order central differencing scheme,

while convective terms were discretised with a second-order scheme with a flex-

ible limiter acting in regions of rapidly changing gradients (limited Gauss in

OpenFoam). The under-relaxation factors were fixed to 0.5 for pressure and

velocity, 0.6 for all other quantities.

The chord-based Reynolds number at the tip is ∼105, suggesting that turbu-

lent transition could be present. A k− kl−ω transition algorithm was the only

verified transition model available in OpenFOAM. However, a better fit to the

experimental data was found using the k− ω shear stress transport model [42].

The mesh was generated ensuring that the maximum y+ value on all the walls

was of the order of 1, in order to accurately solve the boundary layer down to

the wall, without the need for wall-functions.

A moving reference frame (MRFProperties dictionary in OpenFoam) was

used to represent the rotor motion. The rotor and a portion of the duct wall

extending to 0.5 chord lengths upstream and downstream of the blade was

considered in motion. Flow velocity (with the value appropriate to generate the

desired flow coefficient) and zero pressure gradient were set at the inlet to the

domain, and a uniform pressure and zero normal velocity gradient were used

at the exit. All walls had a no-slip condition. Values of 0.135 m2s−2 and 300
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s−1 have been used for k and ω, respectively. These correspond to a turbulence

intensity of 3% and a length scale of 2 mm.

The convergence was assessed by monitoring the torque coefficient and axial

force coefficient. Evaluations were terminated when the differences between the

maximum and minimum values of both were less than 1% of the mean over the

last 200 iterations. An average of 1500 iterations were required for convergence.

Simulations that did not converge after 3000 iterations were stopped, and the

blade was considered stalled.

Figure 5: Torque coefficient plotted against flow coefficient for the 2D and 3D CFD with
reference experimental data from [35]

With these settings, the variation in torque coefficient with flow coefficient

was plotted in Figure 5, which also shows experimental data for an identical

turbine at two rotational speeds [35], the one used in this work and a smaller one,
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which leads to a larger operating range. As a Wells turbine operates with a low

subsonic flow (in the incompressible range), aerodynamic performance curves,

when represented in non-dimensional terms, are a function of only the Reynolds

number. Moreover, this being a weak dependency within the range spanned in

the experiments [35, 43], the expected variation in performance due to changes

in rotational speed is minor [44], certainly lower than the uncertainty due to

experimental measurement. Experimental performance curves are derived using

measured flow velocities in the vicinity of the blade to avoid inconsistencies

introduced when neglecting the capacitive delays caused by experimental setups

[38]: error bars due to the measurement of the local flow velocity with hot-

wire probes are reported. Other uncertainties (for example those due to tip

gap variability [37]) are difficult to consider, but could have an effect on the

measured performance.

For the 2D mesh, the torque coefficient has been calculated by assuming a

uniform force along the blade. The evaluation over-predicts the torque coeffi-

cient but does accurately capture the stall point, at a flow coefficient of 0.22

for the 2D tip solidity and 3D cases, and 0.20 for the 2D hub solidity case. At

higher flow coefficients, a steady solution could not be obtained, so the results

in this region have to be considered with caution.

A more detailed validation and analysis of the flow field in this turbine has

been presented in [24, 39], while different geometries and operating conditions

were studied in [36, 45]. The interested reader is referred to these works for

in-depth analyses of the impact of turbulence closure and dynamic operating

conditions on Wells turbine performance. Regarding the former, the k−ω model

appears a good choice to predict the performance with attached flow and the

occurrence of stall, while other turbulence models [46] can be more appropriate

in the prediction of the performance under deep-stall conditions. However,

this is a condition to be avoided in turbomachinery operation as it causes a

significant drop in performance and mechanical issues. For these reasons, the

k − ω model is deemed appropriate for the current work. Regarding the latter,

in [36, 39, 47], it is shown how dynamic effects in a Wells turbine are negligible,
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and the hysteresis [38, 48], previously attributed to turbine aerodynamics, is in

reality a hysteresis of the whole OWC system, caused by the capacitive behavior

of the chamber. Hence, no difference in performance is expected between steady

and dynamic operating conditions.

In light of the above considerations, and of the renowned ability of CFD to

predict relative changes better than absolute values [49], the described simu-

lation system is considered satisfactory for the purpose of estimating relative

changes in performance for a Wells turbine, which is the key aspect of an opti-

mization study.

3. Two-dimensional optimization

3.1. Flow coefficient

Given that the Wells turbine only provides useful power output at high flow

coefficients close to stall [50], it is intuitive that the optimization should be

performed in this region. An initial run was done at a flow coefficient of 0.18.

While this gave good improvements, increasing the torque coefficient by 54%

when compared to the NACA0015 blade at the same flow coefficient, Figure 6

shows that the stall point has also moved to the lower flow coefficient, decreas-

ing the operating range of the machine where power generation will be possible.

When compared to the NACA0015 blade at its peak torque coefficient, the im-

provement is only 7%. This means that the OWC would need to be modified

in order to give a suitable range of flow coefficients for the improvement to be

realised in an increased power output. This is not something that this investi-

gation considered, so it was concluded that optimizations should be run at the

highest flow coefficient for which the original profile can retain attached flow.

For all the following optimizations, a flow coefficient of 0.22 was therefore chosen

for the 3D and 2D tip solidity meshes, while a value of 0.20 was chosen for the

2D hub solidity meshes (see Figure 5 for stall points).

3.2. Free form deformation control points

As more control points are introduced to the FFD tool, the profile can be

manipulated in a finer way. This also has the undesirable effect of increasing
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Figure 6: Torque coefficient plotted against flow coefficient after optimization at a flow coef-
ficient of 0.18
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the size of the search space available to the tabu search, which would require

more iterations and objective function evaluations to navigate towards the min-

imum. Trial optimizations were performed using 4, 8 and 12 control variables,

corresponding to 2, 4 and 6 moveable control points at upper and lower regions

of the grid.

All three optimizations were performed at the tip solidity with the same ini-

tial step size to the tabu search, and allowed a total of 200 iterations. The results

in terms of two measures of computational cost are shown in Figure 7.The 4 con-

trol variable case was able to make more progress as the step size was reduced

towards the end of the optimization. However, for both measures of computa-

tional cost, the 8 control variable case produced the greatest improvement to

the objective function in the least time. The 12 control variable case made slow

progress initially and was unable to reach the same level of improvement due to

the large search space, thus 8 control variables were chosen to manipulate each

profile in the optimizations that follow.
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Figure 7: The progression of the tabu search for different numbers of control variables
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The profiles at the end of each optimization are shown in Figure 8. Each

of the tabu searches progressed towards a similar profile, moving the point of

maximum thickness forwards and narrowing the profile aft of this point.
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Figure 8: The half profiles at termination of the tabu search for different numbers of control
variables

3.3. Tip and hub solidity profile optimizations

As the datum blade was built with a constant chord, the solidity varies

linearly between a value of 0.844 at the hub and a value of 0.642 at the tip.

To take into account the effect of the different solidities on the performance at

different radial positions two optimizations were run, with the ultimate aim of

investigating the performance of a 3D blade linearly varying between the two

optimized profiles for hub and tip solidities.

After 100 iterations at the tip solidity, 1281 profiles had been evaluated in

roughly 3 days on 17 cores. Figure 9 shows the initial NACA0015 and final
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profile. The torque coefficient had been increased by 34% compared to the

value for the NACA0015 profile while the efficiency had decreased by 0.84%.

The improvement in torque coefficient was much larger than the 12% found in

previous research [16], while the change in efficiency is found to be similarly

small. In [16], a spline fit between 12 control points was used to represent the

blade shape, amounting to 24 control variables. As was found in Section 3.2,

increasing the number of control variables above a critical value decreases the

improvement that the tabu search is able to make, due to the increase in the

size and complexity of the search space. This is suggested to be the main reason

for the greater improvements that have been found, with smaller contributions

from the greater number of profiles that are evaluated and the single-objective

optimization that has been used. Figure 10 shows that the relative improve-

ment was maintained at flow coefficients below the value of 0.22 at which the

optimization was performed and that there has been no change to the stall

angle.

At the hub solidity, a 32% improvement was made to the torque coefficient.

The efficiency, however, decreased by 12%. The blade shape at this point was

unlike conventional aerofoils with a deeply concave profile near the midpoint,

shown in Figure 9. The pressure coefficients on the airfoil in Figure 11 show a

larger increase in the pressure difference at hub solidity than tip solidity. This

explains the lower efficiency, as the pressure difference will cause a large increase

in axial force. On the suction surface, the maximum adverse pressure gradient at

the leading edge had become smaller and there is little increase to the adverse

pressure gradient as the trailing edge is approached. This is key to avoiding

boundary layer separation and stall.

Figure 12 plots torque coefficient against efficiency for all evaluated profiles

that resulted in a torque coefficient larger than 0.12 (the value given by the

datum profile) for both optimization runs (at the tip and hub solidities).The

trade-off between the two figures of merit is evident. At the tip solidity, a profile

was found that increased the efficiency by 1.8%; however, the corresponding

increase in torque coefficient was only 1.7%. At the hub solidity, efficiency could
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Figure 9: The half profiles of the blades optimized at hub and tip solidity

be improved by 1.4% but at the cost of a 3.3% reduction in the torque coefficient.

This is consistent with a stronger correlation between a decrease in efficiency

for an increasing torque coefficient at hub solidity. Therefore, at the tip solidity,

the profile with the maximum torque coefficient should be chosen, whereas at

the hub solidity, more careful consideration of the maximum allowable efficiency

penalty may be required. Alternatively, a multi-objective optimization could be

used to obtain a better trade-off.
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Figure 10: Torque coefficient plotted against flow coefficient for the 2D optimizations
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Figure 11: Plots of the surface pressure coefficient comparing the NACA0015 profile to the
optimized profiles
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4. Application of two-dimensional results to the three-dimensional

turbine

When the 3D geometry is generated by extruding the profile optimized at

tip solidity, there is a 12% improvement to the torque coefficient, shown in

Figure 13. This is much lower than was found in two dimensions. Here, torque

coefficients are reported for the datum profile (experimental and numerical)

and for the optimized blade at several flow coefficients near the one used for the

optimizations. In 2D, the torque coefficient is calculated by assuming a constant

force along the height of the blade. Therefore, if the same 34% increase was to

be seen in 3D, an average increase of 34% to the local tangential force would

be required along the entire length of the blade. It would be reasonable to

assume that this would not be the case for the uniform blade profile, especially

given the difference in the optimized profile between the tip and hub solidities.

Figures 14 and 15 report pressure coefficients at three radial positions (80%,

50% and 20% of the span) on the blade and show that a greater suction peak

towards the leading edge of the extruded optimised profile is the driving force

for the increase in torque coefficient, while the adverse pressure gradients remain

the same towards the rear, preventing early stall. It is also important to note

that the maximum adverse pressure gradient is not larger than before.

Using a linear profile variation between the hub and tip optimized profiles

improves the torque coefficient by a further 2 percentage points, to 14% above

the NACA0015 blade. Figure 14 shows that this is achieved by further increasing

the pressure difference across the blade as the hub is approached. There is

clearly some reason that either the 2D optimization does not apply to the 3D

case particularly well, or that there is a smaller potential for improvements in

the 3D case. The surface pressure coefficients for the optimized profiles in 2D

and linearly varying 3D blade are shown in Figure 16 with the NACA0015 data

for reference. At the tip solidity, the 2D simulation is a good approximation to

the 3D flow, indicating that the blade is contributing close to the predicted 34%

improvement in this region. At the hub, the 2D surface pressure distribution

is a poor representation of the 3D solution. There is a much smaller pressure
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Figure 13: Torque coefficient plotted against flow coefficient for the 2D optimization results
applied to 3D
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(a) NACA0015

(b) Tip solidity optimized profile extruded along blade

(c) Linearly varying between the hub and tip solidity optimized profiles

Figure 15: Pressure coefficients on the blade surface for each of the three-dimensional blades
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difference between the upper and lower surfaces in 3D and the local increase in

the torque coefficient is likely to be much lower than the 32% predicted in 2D.

It is therefore possible to conclude that it is a smaller than predicted increase

in local tangential force at the hub of the blade that causes the smaller relative

increase in torque coefficient in 3D compared to the two 2D optimizations.
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Figure 16: Plots comparing the 2D surface pressure coefficients to 3D

Plotting the axial flow velocity on the periodic plane, midway between
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blades, against the radial position in Figure 17, a significant over-prediction

of the local value is found in 2D at the hub compared to the 3D solution. This

is due to the high solidity causing a significant blockage effect. This corresponds

to a lower local flow coefficient for the 3D blade. Meanwhile, at the tip there

is good agreement between the 2D and 3D results, especially as the 70% span

position is approached. For the optimized blade profiles in 2D, the predicted

inlet pressure at the hub is 2.3 times higher than the inlet pressure at the tip

for an equal inlet flow speed. As the solution is expanded to three dimensions,

there is no physical means by which such a radial pressure gradient could be

sustained, and an equilibrium is formed with air moving radially outwards as

the blade is approached. In 3D, flow also moves through the tip gap, decreas-

ing the axial velocity at the hub and increasing it at the tip [51]. The volume

of air that moves radially outwards from the hub at inlet is roughly the same

as the volume that flows through the tip gap, making the 2D tip solidity flow

conditions a good approximation to the 3D conditions.

Therefore, in order to attempt to realise the greatest possible improvements

in 3D by optimising in 2D, the 2D inlet axial flow should be adjusted so that

the local flow conditions at the blade match the 3D case. This would require a

reduction to the axial inlet velocity in 2D at the hub, while increasing it slightly

at the tip, meaning that the axial flow velocity at inlet to the hub solidity mesh

is lower than the tip solidity mesh. There is no radial variation to the inlet axial

flow in 3D; however, the key difference is that there can be no radial component

to the flow velocity from inlet to blade in the 2D mesh while there can be in

3D. This effectively fixes the volumetric flow rate for all axial positions in the

2D mesh. The volumetric flow rate near the blade through a slice of the 3D

mesh at the solidity of interest should be calculated, and referred back to the

inlet of the respective 2D mesh in order to make the local flow conditions at the

blade equal in 2D and 3D. These boundary conditions for velocity should then

be used when optimising the profiles in 2D. It is predicted that there will still be

a difference in the local flow coefficient when the two optimized profiles are used

in 3D due to the increased blade loading changing this effect slightly; however,
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Figure 17: Plots of the axial flow velocity profile midway between blades against radius for
the optimized profile

the magnitude of error should be substantially lower, increasing the extent to

which the 2D improvements represent the improvements in 3D. Given that large

improvements of the order of 30% have been found in both 2D optimizations,

an improvement of more than 14% in 3D should be possible using this method.

The efficiency of the turbine with the linearly varying profile is 7.2% lower

than the NACA0015 turbine, due to an increase in the axial force coefficient,

evident by the greater pressure drop across the blade shown in Figure 19. This

value is between the two values that were predicted in 2D. It has been found that

the tip gap effects can have a large impact on the efficiency of the turbine [37].

Figure 18 shows plots of the axial flow velocity in this region for the NACA0015

and linearly varying profile. The mean and peak flow speeds through the tip

gap are higher for the optimized profile and can explain some of the efficiency

decrease. The greater pressure difference between the upper and lower surfaces
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especially near the leading edge, as shown in Figure 14, is the driving force

for this difference. This means that, as the profile is improved, methods of

preventing the tip leakage flow, such as end plates [52] or grooves [53, 54], will

become more important.
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Figure 18: Plots of the axial flow velocity in the tip gap region against tangential position
with the blade position indicated
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(a) 80% span, NACA0015 profile (b) 80% span, linearly varying profile

(c) 50% span, NACA0015 profile (d) 50% span, linearly varying profile

(e) 20% span, NACA0015 profile (f) 20% span, linearly varying profile

Figure 19: Colour maps and contours of the pressure coefficient at different radial positions
(colour scales and contour levels have been kept the same between plots)

5. Conclusions

An investigation into the optimization of the Wells turbine is presented in

this paper. A method for simulating the flow in the turbine using the open source

software OpenFOAM was developed and linked to an in-house tabu search op-

timization algorithm with the aim of increasing the performance of the turbine

by modifying the blade profile using an in-house free form deformation tool. In

an attempt to reduce the computational cost of this process, the results of two

2D optimizations have been applied to 3D and the differences assessed. The

following conclusions can be drawn:

• An optimized profile will be on the limit of stall at the flow coefficient for

which the objective function evaluation took place, as this gives the great-
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est improvements to performance. Therefore, if the stall performance of

the original profile is to be retained in the optimized blade, the evaluation

should take place at the highest flow coefficient for which the flow can

remain attached in the original design. The optimized profile for a high

flow coefficient will also improve performance at lower flow coefficients.

• Using a free form deformation method to manipulate the profile allowed

for good improvements with a limited number of control variables. There

was an optimal number of control variables for which the profile could be

manipulated accurately while also keeping the search space available to

the tabu search as small as possible. The proposed approach allowed im-

provements significantly larger than those obtained by previous research

focusing on blade profile modification, thank to the more effective repre-

sentation (and lower complexity) of the search space.

• The optimized profile depended strongly on the radial location and there-

fore solidity at which the optimization took place. The relative increases

in the torque coefficient at the tip and hub were 34% and 32% respectively.

At the hub solidity, there was a stronger negative correlation between the

efficiency and the torque coefficient. At the tip solidity, the efficiency was

almost constant for large changes in torque coefficient.

• When the two optimized profiles were applied to the 3D mesh, the relative

increase in torque coefficient of 14% was much smaller than was predicted

in 2D. This was primarily due to the 2D hub solidity simulation being

a poor representation of the local flow conditions at the hub in 3D. The

local flow coefficient at the hub in 3D is much lower than that found by

applying a uniform axial inlet velocity to the two 2D meshes. The mass

of fluid moving through the tip gap region is approximately equal to the

decrease in flow at the hub, making the 2D tip solidity simulation a good

approximation to the local flow conditions at the tip of the 3D simulation.

Previously optimized profiles for the Wells turbine had not been verified

in 3D, and it is therefore reasonable to assume that a similar mismatch
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(or reduction in the performance improvements obtained) could have been

observed.

• It is proposed that the inlet axial flow velocity to the 2D simulations should

be adjusted so that the flow conditions near the blade match the local

flow conditions near the blade in 3D for the original profile. Then, if two

optimizations were to be run using these boundary conditions, the relative

increases in 2D would be more representative of the relative increase in

3D. The efficiency is likely to be lower in 3D due to the increased pressure

difference between the blade surfaces driving more flow through the tip

gap.

• Using the 3D simulation as the objective function evaluation for the op-

timization algorithm increases the computational cost to a level where

sufficient progress could not be made in a reasonable time frame. This

is not only due to the larger mesh size increasing the clock time for each

tabu search iteration, but also due the increase in the number of control

variables. Steady simulations have been used to drive the optimization

process, but dynamic effects are expected to be negligible, at least from

the point of view of the turbine. Recent studies [24, 36, 39, 47] have shown

how the well-known Wells turbine hysteresis [38] is, in fact, not due to an

aerodynamic hysteresis of the turbine, negligible at the non-dimensional

frequency it operates at, but to the capacitive behavior of the OWC sys-

tem.
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Nomenclature

c Blade chord

cp Pressure coefficient

CA Axial force coefficient

CT Torque coefficient

D Blade drag force

fT Blade tangential force per unit radius

FA Blade axial force

FT Blade tangential force

L Blade lift force

r Radius

T Blade torque

U Blade speed

V Absolute flow velocity

η Efficiency

Ω Blade angular velocity

φ Flow coefficient

ρ Density of air
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